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ABSTRACT
The Rockefeller iilectrostatio Generator at M.I.T. was
used as a source of protons for a study of the (p,n) reaction
14
on C . Two 3 K^ev and one 8 Kev targets were employed. The
Rockefeller Generator is equipped with nuclear resonance con-
trol of the analyzing magnetic field for determining and con-
trolling the proton beam energy. A long counter was used for
neutron detection. Nine resonances were found in the proton
energy range between 1.180 Mev and 3.125 I'ev, at 1.165» 1.310,
1.664, 1.789, 1.883, 2.024. 2.079, 2.272, and 2.451 Mev. The
proton energy, neutron yield, resonance width at half-maximum,
and target thickness of each resonance are tabulated. A par-
15
tial energy level structure of V in the region between ap-
proximately 11 to 12.5 Mev above the ground state is compared
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The interaotion of nuolear partioles with nuolsi is being
used extensively in the study ot the struoture of nuolei* Based
a
on Bohr*s hypothesis^nuclaar reaction usually oan be considered
as taking place in two steps. The bombarding particle ooabines
with a nuolaus to form an excited compound nucleus which then
decays either by the emission of a particle or a gamma ray* In
14
the work reported here, a proton combines with the C nucleus
15
to form an excited state of N which subsequently disintegrates
14
into N in the ground state with the emission of a neutron.
The cross-section for the formation of the compound nucleus
is given by Blatt end .Velsakopf (B150) as:
(1) a^ . (2i. 1) vf T^
c p p
where ^ ia the an/?,ular momentum of the bombarding proton, and
p
T is the transmission coefficient of the nuclear surface for
the proton. The transmission coefficient, T
,
gives the per-
centage of protons incident upon the nucleus which will pene-
trate the potential barrier. The computation of the values
p
of T for protons is quite complicated but is ^iven in some
detail in (B150). For the present we consider only that T
la largest for small values of^ and decreases rapidly q.b X
increases.

The potential barrier surrounding a nucleus for a parti-
cle of mass m is riven oy Blatt end '-'elaskopf (BI50) as:
(2) tt(r) - V(r) ^ ^ ^[^ * 1) where,(r * A^-
2iBr
V(r) is tbe coulomb potential at a diatanoe (r)
from the center of the nucleus, and
h X{£ * 1) 5^g the oentrlfuRal potential.
2inr"
The "centrifugal" potential appears in the wave equation re-
duced to ona-dimenaional form and is a fictitious mathematical
contribution tj the potential barrier for partiolss which do
not make head-on collisions with the nucleus. It should be
noted that the "oentrifugal'* potential Is zero for protons
with ^ « 0, and the potential barrier for such protons isU
merely the coulomb potential* The coulomb potential of C
is computed to be 2.38 :.!ev using equation (3) tind taking the
nuclear radius R « 1.5(10* )A where A » atomic weight
and Z s atomic nuiaber of the bombarded nuolaua.
(3) V(r) - ^20^ - 6(1)(4>8 x lo"'^^) - 3.82 (10)"^ergs
^ 1.5(10)-^3a^/^
- 2,38 Mev.
Bombarding protons {Z = 1) of energies up to 3.5 I'ov were
used in these experiments. quantum mechanically low energy
protons ( 2.38 Mev) hf..ve a stiall but finite probfibllity of
penetration which increases exponentially with increase in the
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©nergy of the proton. The energy ranges for whioh this is
true depend on both the height and thickness of the potential
barrier, Sinoe there is no coulomb barrier for the emission
of neutrons from the compound nucleus, the barrier penetration
£factor, T , will be a function only of the "centrifugal** barrier
n








where i = ^ . R being the nuclear radius given above and
An
being the do Broglie wave length of the oaittod neutron divided
by 2ty, Sinoe there is no "centrifugal" bcrrlor for^« neu-
trons, the cross-seotion Tor tl^e (p,n) refaction i3 approii-
raately equal to the oroaa-seotion for the formution of the
compound nucleus (given on page 1), provided neutron emission
is energetically possible, i.e., tho bombarding proton has an
energy greater than the (p,u) threshold energy for the target
nucleus.
Vera it not for th© effiiot of rasonuncea the oroaa-seotion
for the (p,n) re&otlon v.ould be the product or tL© cross-section
for the formation of the compound nucleus, equation (1), and

the oroas-seotion for the emiaelon of a neutron of whioh T^
n
forms a part. The familiar Breit-Wigner relation expresses
this over-all oross-section as shown in equation [k)'
/>
^ 4
/( = h where m is the mass and v the velocity
2TTmv of the incident proton in the center
of mass system,
/p is the half-width for emission of a proton of
angular momentum £ from the compound nucleus,
/^jj is the half-width for emission of a neutron,
of any possible angular momentum or energy.
r is the total level width, the sum of thepartial widths of all processes by Whioh the
compound nucleus can decay,
G is a statistical weight factor.
The application of the Breit-v/igner relation to the ex-
perimental results contained in this thesis is the subject of
an intensive study now in progress by other members of the Nu-
clear Shielding Group, As a result of this study, it may be
possible to assign ^-values to ell of the observed resonances.
However this is not possible at the present time. This thesis
summarizes the experimental procedure and the experimental re-
sults obtained, but gives only a very general consideration to
the theoretical aspects of the problem,
FRgVIQUS INVESTIGATIONS




the threshold and reaonanoes in the C (p,n)N rsaotlon and
15
the energy levels of N • This re&ction is the inverse of the
U 14
N (n,p)C process investigated by Barschall and Battat in
1946 (Bb46), Hughes end Bggler in 1948 (Hu48), Stebler and
Ruber in 1948 (St48), and Johnson and Bersohall in 1950 (Jo50).
15
The energy levels of N determined by these previous
investigations were xiot in very good agreement. The threshold
14 14
of the C (p,n)N reaction was found by Shoupp etal. to be
14
0,664 *. .009 Mev. They used a thiok C target, a one-milli-
""
14
meter layer of BaCO« powder containing 2.7 percent of C .
The threshold energy was determined by extrapolating the ex-
citation function to the threshold by a method based on a yield
equation developed by Stephens, Spruch, and Schiff (St47),
whose work indicates that the neutron yield near the threshold
3/2
should vary directly with (Ep - E )
ship involves the assumptions that the reverse process, the
14
capture of a slow neutron by N , obeys a 1/v law and that no
resonances exist near the threshold. Subsequently Tollestrup
14 U
et al . (To50) have calculated the value of the C (p,n)N
671 Kev based on the best measured value
of (^ (626 Kev) from nuclear reactions and mass spectrographlo
measurements. This value of £^ is used in this work.
^ 14
Shoupp et al . used also a thin C target to determine
the resonances in the C (pyUJN'^ reaction. This target was
prepared by allowing COg containing C to react with a very

6 -
thin layer of BaiOHJ^ whioh had been sprayed on a tantalum
plate. This reaction produced a small euaount of BeCO^ oon-
U ^
taining C • The beta activity was found to be 0.26 mioro-
2
curie per oa • About 2,7 percent of the carbon atoma were
14 c
C end the thickness of the fiaCO was about 6(10) cm. They
estimated a target thickness of 3 Kev at a proton energy of
1.14 MeT* This estimate of target thickness is questionable*
14
The measurement of the C radioactivity to determine the
U
amount of C in the target is subject to considerable error.
It is doubtful that the layer of aa(0H)2 which was sprayed on
the tantalum becking plate was of -uniform thickness, but was
more probably a non-uniform crystalline surface, 'rhere is also
considerable doubt that all of the Bb(OH) was converted to
BaCO, whioh would result in a thicker target than indicated
^ 14
by the C radioactivity. They observed strong resonances at
1.14t 1*30» and 2.05 Mev and doubtful ones at 1.47, 2.21, and
2.65 Mev. The confirmation of the doubtful resonances was
Impossible because of the lack of resolution of their experi-
mental method. This lack of resolution is discussed in Chap-
ter IV, ^'Experimental Results." They calculated the cross-
section of the process to be about 0.7 barn for the top of the
first resonance.
The following reactions are known to occur in nitrogen
under bombardment by fast neutrons:
14 \L
^vr" + n
^ 6C^ -^ P ^ ^1




Using neutrons from the LI {p,n)Be reaction, Barsohall and
Battat (Ba46) measured the oross-seotiona of these reaotiona
for neutrona of energies between 200 and 1700 Kev. They ob-
serred resonances for neutron onergiea of 550* 700, and 1450
Key,
Stebler and Huber in 1948 observed resonances for the
U U
N (n,p}C reaction for neutrona of 480, 640, and 1410 Kev,
14 11
and for the N (n,a)B reaction for neutrons of 1410 and 1770
Key.
More recently, Johnson end Barachall measured the oroaa-
14 14 14 11
sectiona for the reactions N (n,p)C and N (n,a}B for
neutron energies fron 150 to 2100 Key. Resonances for the
(n,p) reaction were found at 499, 640, 993, and 1415 Kev, and
for the (n,a) reaction at 1415 and 1800 Key.
The positions of these resonances are tabulated in Table
I for ready comparison.
14
Malm and Bueohner (Ma50) in 1950 inyestigated the N
15
(d,p)N reaction with 1.4 Mov deuterona. The protons from
the reaction were analyzed into energy groupa by a high-reao-
lution magnetic apeotrometer. Their trajectories were located
by ascertaining where they struck a nuclear track plate lo-
cated in the annular gap of a large annular magnet in a posi-
tion diametrically opposite to that of the target. Seyeral
groups of protons appeared, each characterized by a specific
energy. The differences in proton energy correspond to dif-
15




















































































and anergy levels of this nucleus were determined at 5.276,
5.305, 6.328, 7.164, 7.309, 8.315 Mev.all + O.OO6 Mev. They
also diaouased simller work by Guggenhe icier, Heitler and Fawell
14 15
(Gu47) and \Vyiy (v;y49), and the N (n,v)N work by Kinsey,
Bartholomew, and Velker (K150).
It has been generally assumed in the oonoept of the oom*
pound nuoleus that the energy levels of a nucleus are the same,
regardless of the process by which the nuclide is formed. How*
ever, an insufficient number of nuclei formed by two or more
different processes have been studied to establish beyond ques-
tion the validity of this theory. Since the reported energy
15
levels of N formed by the two pi'ocesses
C -^ p —^ N —> N ^ n
U 15* U
N + n —> N —> P
were not in very good agreement, it was considered worthwhile
to restudy them with the greater resolution available with the
Rockefeller electrostatic generator equipped with the nuclear
resonance control of the analyzing magnetic field. The ezpori-
ments on the first process are reported in this work. The se-
cond process was studied concurrently here at M.I.T. by Hinchey
and otelson (Hi51) and their results along with those of these
experiments are listed in Table IV, Chapter V. The energy
15
levels of N found in these two experiments are in excellent





APPiiRivTUS ^W Ti'cRGigl' PRSPAR.\TIQN
The Rookefeller Kleotrostatio Generator is an almost
Ideal aouroe of monoenergetio protons or deuterona in the
energy range of approzii&ately 0.5 - 4.0 Mev as bombarding
particles for nuclear reactions* The principles of the gen-
erator have been discussed in detail by Van de Graaff and
others (ya31) , (Va33). (Va48), (Tu35), and (He37). A photo-
graph of the Rockefeller generator with the pressure tank re-
moved is ahown in Figure 1. A cross-sectional sketch of the
generator is shovm in Figure 2. The experimental set-up
showing the proton beam analyzing magnet, rotating target
holder, target, and long^^ounter is shown in Figure 3* The
center and right-hand sections of the generator control con-
sole ure 3ho\/n in Figure 4* The cantor and loft-hand sections
of the generator control console, showing the nuclear reso-
nance control frequency meter, are shov/n in Figure 5« This
discussion is limited to the energy, intensity, focus, analysis,
resolution, and stability of the protons used in this experi-
ment*
The maximum voltage attainable is dictated by the dielec-
tric strength of the insult ting gas and the breakdovm voltage
of the column and tube insulttion* The ciaximum voltage ob-
tained at the time of these experiments v/aa 3*5 Mev. However,




ROCKEFELLER KLECTROSTATTC GKNERATOR WITH
PRESf^HE TANK RE.:OVED
(This photograph was taken prior to the























(1) AllALTZTNG :i\GN^jrr, (2) HOTATI.NG T.J^ST H0LD3R,
(3) T.\ROiST, and (4) LOH^ C0UJJT3R.
The long counter has been oioved away from the







ROCKEFELLSR GENERATOR CONTROL CONSOLE
Proton Beam MiorbaBu&eter shown on






ROCKBFiSLLSR GEKSl/vTOR COtJTROL CONSOLE SHOV.'INO NUCLEAR
RESONANCE CONTROL roSQUSNCY METER
The General Radio Co, I^Iodel LR-3 Combined Hetero-
dyne Frequency Meter and Crystal Controlled Cali-
brator Equipment having an acouraoy of 1 part in
100,000 is shown on the table to the left of the





radio frequency Ion source la used. The protons are ejected
into the accelerating tube by a repeller electrode. A maxi-
mum current of about 20 microamperes of analyzed protons ocoi
be obtained.
The ion beam from the source is focused by a lens of
adjustable voltage (50 Key max.) located below the source
orifice. At the lower end of the accelerating tube are two
pair of adjustable entrance slits which limit the size of the
beam passing through. A set of sixteen deflection rods, spaced
at 22 1/2^ intervals, is mounted inside the accelerating tube
extension and connected to two D.C. voltage supplies. The
rods are connected together by resistors, and the voltages
applied to rods 90^ apart form a directional field which main-
tains the beam in the center of the slits.
The beam then passes through an analyzing magnetic field
o
which deflects it through an angle of 90 • At the end of the
analyzing chamber, the beam is again limited in cross-section
by a pair of Insulated exit slits, //henever the beam is not
centered on the exit slits a voltage differential exists across
the slits, and this voltage is amplified electronically and
used for voltage stabilization. The beam entering the deflec-
tion chamber in the magnetic field passes through the entrance
slits which are usually set at an opening of about 1 cm. x
1 mm. v/ith an exit slit 1 mm. wide, the size of the spot on
the target is about 1.5 mm. x 1.5 mm., and the energy spread
of the proton beam is of the order of 300 volts.
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Th6 magnetic analyzing field Is atabillzad to about
•005% by the nuoloar rasonanot aathod. This method allows
readings to be taken at Intervals of about 0.2 kllovolt.
Since the nuclear resonance frequency Is proportional to ths
magnetic field, this device may be used as a measure of ths
magnetic field, and therefore of the energy of the proton
beam. The enerpjr of the beam is proportional to the square of
2
the freauenoy, eg, E » kf , The proportionality constant, Ic,
7
was oelculated from the LI threshold (deterciinod by Herb
(He49) to be 1.8822 Mev). The frequency corresponding to this
energy la 10.485 nc. Therefore:
k - ^ - 3-*gg22 « 0.017121 *^^^ . 17.121 ^er
f 2 TIoTZilP UoT (mo)^
This value of k was used in these experiments. The accuracy
of the measured value of the energy of the beam is limited by
the variation of the value of k with energy «.025t), the ac-
curacy of the frequency measurement (.002%), the width of the
beam-defining slits (.15% for 1 mm. slits, .075% for 0.5 aoi.
slits), the possible error in the value of k due to the unoer-
7
tainty in our determination of the Li threshold (0.1%), n
drift in the value of k between calibrations (0.05%), and the
use of the non-relativistio equations used in the derivation of
the frequency-energy relationship «0.05%)» The magnitudes of
these errors are discussed in greater detail by Sohoenfeld and
Duborg (So51). They estimated that the energies of the proton
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baania are acourats to within 0,156, ralctiva to Herb's measured
7
value of the Li (p,n) threshold. A discussion of the principle
and operation of the nuclear resonance aapnet control is given
In Appendix C.
The generator voltage is stabilized by means of the cor-
ona current to an assembly of seven sharp points located near
the hlp.h voltage terminal. The voltage differential existing
across the exit slits is transmitted electronically to the
corona control system so that the beam reaiains on the target
at the energy determined by the magnetic field.
The neutron yield v/as measured by e long counter which
i8 similar to the one described by Hanson and LlcKibben (Ha47).
This oouJiter operates on the principle that neutrons striking
the paraffin Ip.y^v .T\rrounc In- tho cnrichod IP* counter will
be slowed dovm po that the sensitivity of the device will be
relatively independent of the energy of the incident neutrons.
The geometry of the lon^, counter used in this experiment is
shown in Figure 6. .lillard ('.150) determined that the relative
sensitivity of this counter increased from 0.9 at a neutron
energy of 0.1 Mev to 1,0 at 1 Fev and remained constant to the
maximum neutron energy obtained. This sensitivity was obtained
with the counter axis parallel to the proton beam. Although
it is not known how the sensitivity varies when the axis of the
counter is perpendicular to the proton beam (as used in the pre-
sent work), such knowledge is not essential for the purpose of
this experiment. The counter was placed as close to the teir-
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The pulses obtained from the long counter were ampli-
fied by a Model 101 preamplifier and Model 100 amplifier
(E149) feeding into an Atomic Instrument Company scaler.
The voltage of the center wire was maintained at 22^0 volts.
The counter was checked frequently against a 1 mg. radium-
berylium neutron source.
The targets used in this experiment were prepared by
Baird Associates of Gambridf.e, l^ssachusetts, by evaporation
in vacuo of NaCN placed in a tantalum boat onto a tantalum
backing plate. A thin target prepared from ordinary KaCN was
obtained initially and bombarded at considerable length to
determine the durability of the target. The neutron yield
from a trace of lithium in the target remained constant dur-
ing a bombardment of several hours, therefore the target pre-
paration method appeared to be satisfactory and authority was
obtained from the Isotopes Division of the A. E.G. at the Oak
14
Ridge National Laboratory to purchase two millicurie of C
in the form of NaCN from Traoerlab, Inc.
U
A thin target of NaCN enriched in C was obtained.
Upon bombarding this target with protons of energy up to about
2.5 Mev, it was found that the target was contaminated with
chlorine. The thickness of the target was estimated to be 3
Kev based on the width at half-maximum of a well-defined chlo-
rine resonance.
Traoerlab, Inc. then attempted to eliminate the chlorine
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oontomination, A supply of NaCN containing ordinary carbon
which hod been deliberately contaminated with chlorine and
then purified was obtained and a thin target prepared. A
tost run indicated that the chlorine contamination had been
Buooessfully eliminated, and a purified supply of WaCK oon-
14
taining C was obtained and a second thin target of enriched
NaCN was procured from Baird Associates and bombarded. A
final run was made with a third enriched target, thicker than






The target was mounted In a rotating target iiolder eo-
oentrio to the proton beam. The long counter v/ae placed at
a distance of 3 cm, from the target v/lth the axis of the coun-
ter horizontal and perpendicular to the proton beam. In this
position the counter subtended a vertical arc of 106 and a
14
horizontal arc of 169°« Since the C enrichiJient of the KaCN
was quite small (approximately 0.55^ of the NaCH target atomsU
were C atoms) it was considered necessary to place the coun-
ter as close to the target as practicable in order to obtain
a reasonable counting rate, 7or a 3 Kev (6 x 10*" cm) target,
and using the 0,7 barn cross-section estimated by Shoupp et al .
for the 1.14 --iev reaouanoe, a maximum yield of 7,5 (10)'^ neu-
trons per microampere of protons is estimated.
For ^ » protons the neutron yield will be isotropic
in the center of mass system and slightly forward in the lab-
oratory system, For^^O protons the distribution ie not
Icnown, nor was it determined in these experiments, but is la
probably anisotropic.
Hanson and LioKlbben (HaAV) found the absolute sensitivi-
ty or the long counter to be such that it would give about 1
count for every 10^ neutrons emitted from a source placed at
a distance of 1 meter from the front face of the counter.
The counter used in these experiments differed from that of
Hanson and MoKlbben In that the paraffin had a covering of
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oadmluni to absorb incident tliermal neutrons therby reducing
the baolcc^round. The absolute sensitivity of the long coun-
ter used in these expericients was not doterniined.
It is understood that compounds conteininf, a much
14
greater enrichment of C will soon be available from Oak
Ridge. A target with a larger percenta^,e of C at onus would
provide sufficient neutron yield to permit locating the coun-
ter axially with respect to the proton beam and at a greater
distance from the target • It may also be possible to »tudy
the angular distribution of the neutron yield.
The operation of the long counter, amplifiers, and scaler
was checked before end after each run by means of a radium-
beryllium neutron source. A proton beam of 3 to 7 nicroenperes
from the Rockefeller generator was directed onto the target.
The proton energy was set and held constant by neans of the
nuclear resonance magnet control while the neutron yield for
a riven number of protons was obtained. The number of pro-
tons was indicated by the beam current integrator, 400 micro-
coulombs being used at each energy. In general the neutron
yields were obtained at energy intervals corresponding to 10
Kc on the nuclear resonance frequency control (i.e., about
2.6 Kev at 1 Mev energy and about 4.5 i^ev at T Mev energy).
In the vicinity of resonances, or suspected resonances, the
intervals were reduced to 5 Ko or leas. The conversion fac-
tor of Kc to Kev was determined from Table V In the Appendix.
The neutron background was obtained by bombarding a plain
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tantalum tarrrst over the aanis proton enerp,/ range In the
first ssriaa of runs. In the runs made with the purified
KaCN target, the baok:ground was obtained durlnf: the inins by
periodically closing the flep vulve just ahead of the target,
thus prev3ntln,c the proton beam from impinging on the target.
Since the beani current integrator v/as inoperative with the
flep valvG closed, the overage tirae required for 400 ailcro-





Unenriched Soclum Cyenlde Tar/?.6t,
This thin torget, prepared by Baird .Associates by
evaporating ordinary sodiam cyanide in vacuo onto a tantalum
backing plate, was used to determine whether the carbon would
8tay in place under prolonged bombardment with protons. Adam-
son (Ad50) had found it necessary to deposit a thin layer of
gold over tho cyanide to prevent volatilization.
The plot of the neutron counts per miorocoulomb for this
target, Figure 7, showed a threshold at a proton energy of
about 1.88 Mev and a resonance at about 2.26 Mev, both cherao-
7 13
teristio of Li . In addition the C threshold at about 3«26
Mev found by Adamson (Ad50) was also observed. Sustained bom-
bardment at proton currents up to 10 microamperes proved that
the method of target preparation was satisfactory, that the car-
bon; would stay in place under prolonged bonbardment, and that
the gold foil cover used by Adamson was not required for this
target. Over a period of several hours bombardment the neu-
tron yield for a given proton energy decreased but slip,htly.
The lithium contamination occurred in the target prepara-
tion as lithium targets had been prepared in the evaporation
apparatus immediately proceeding the preparation of this target,
and the apparatus had not been cleaned thoroughly enough to re-
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NSaTROH YlrJLD TROU THE Li (p,n)Be AND C (p,n)N REACTIONS
13
The C ooourred in its usut.1 abundance in the
unenriohed sodiua cyanide teurgot. Tlia lithium
was probably present as a contaminant inadvertently





























be fortunate as it provided a number of well-defined peaks by
whioh the neutron yiula over a perioa of bombardment oould
be checked.
First ^:Tr?.loh9d Socliiini Qysnide Tur.-.ot.
A thin target (3 ICov at proton energy of I.I65 Mev) of
1/f
NaCN enriohod in C y/as prepared by Baird Aasooiatea by the
method described in Chapter II. This target v/as bombarded
with an average proton bean of 5 microamperes at proton ener-
gies from 0.975 f!sv to 2.500 Mev. The plot of the neutron
yield V3. proton energy is 3ho\m in Figure 8 by the solid
line. Since this target exhibited a lar^e number of sharp
narrow resonances above a proton energy of about 1.64 Mev the
target v/a3 belicjved to be contcLiinateu with sorie heavier ele-
ment. Dr. ri^c^tDi: of tlie Shielding Group suggested tlu.t the
most likely oontainination v/as CI
.
A thin target of NaCl was prepared by Saird Associates
and the neutron yield invectigated by Cchoenfsld and Duborg
(Sc5l) usiiiG the Rockefellor c.^neriitoT as a couroQ of protons.
23 35
Since the threshold energies of Ka {">Yh39) and CI ( -Ml) were
well above the proton energies used, they did net enter into
the reaction. Their results are shown plotted to the same
proton energy scale but different neutron yield scale in the
ui>fer right corner of Figure 8. The coincidence in the protcm
energies of the resonances is such as to leave little doubt
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Neutron Yield from Cl^'^(p,n) A^"^
(Figure 2, Ref. Sc5l)
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Neutron Yield from C'^(p,n)N'^ ( Figure 2, Ref, Sh 48)
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teminatlon was so severe that detarmination with certainty of
14
any resonances in C above a proton energy of about 2.15 Mev
was impossible. However, as in the case of lithium contami-
nation in the unenrlohed NaCN target, the chlorine contamina-
tion served a useful purpose. A well-defined chlorine reso-
nance served to determine the mfixicium thickness of the target
U
from which the width of the G resonance at a proton energy
of 1.165 -isv was calculated.
This resonance \vidth was deteriained by a method desoribad
by Fowler et al . (Fo4S). The observed width at lialf-moiimum
37
of 01 resonances is approximately 2 Kev at 1.875 Mev proton
energy. This sots a limit of 2 ivev on the riaxlmum target Dhlok-
nesQ at this energy which is corrected to 3 I^ev at the I.I65U
Mev of the C resonaiioe. The i^eda'Jired value cx t.ie v.idth at
half-rjaximuia is p» " S,^ ilsv. The true width of the anergy
level, f"*, is
(s) r'fr^^\)^ - /(B.5)' . (3) 2 » 8.0 Kev.
By use of the neutron yield ratio, the thickness of
14
3ubseciuent C targets was determined. This will be discussed
In greater detail under the results obtained with subsequent
targets.
Invostigaiion of the target preparation technique and
equipment indicated that it was unlikely that the contamina-
tion occurred during the target preparation. Tracerlab was
notified that the I^aCi^l supplied by them was contaxainated with
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v/hat appeared to be chlorix^iQ. Til 3/ agreed to investigate
iianiediattily, altiioa.?:i '-.I137 ware <i *loe certain that tti© oontami-
nation wtis not dus to thair prooessiiig but wna probably in the
5i;Lr::orial 3uppli>-d to t.isai by Cul: Ridee, In order to chock the
etfictiQj or t:isir iurlxiciiiion teciini-ius Tracsrlab first sup-
plieu a qudntitj/ 01 ordinary NaO*'! which hod been deliberately
oontaikinaued .vitn ohlorine and then purified, ;. thin target
was prepared in Ilg uiiu^l ^iianner by Balrd ivssooiates and bom-
barded in the region of proton energies between 1#960 Mev and
1.990 dQV in 1 Kev steps. The neutron yield in this region
showed no i'esonbnoes hence lihie teohni lue for the elimination
Ox c::lorlr*v; v/aL- consider 9d auccessful. Iracerltib then pro-
oaedfod *^iv.h the ouririca^iion o£ the enriched NaCN.
14 U
The naui,ron yisxd froui the C (p,n)i'I reaction obtained
oy i^^oapp cit ui » ^oh4t) xa auovm oy a daahea line on rigure 8
Tor ooiaparison. ^hy coi^^ojLUcnco in pi'oton energies of the re-
aonanoea is fair <ixcept x'o- the first vniich aifXars by 2> Kev.
liiis luti-j bu partially ejcpiaineu by the lack of re&olvinc power
of Oi^e exptorimentui 01*3 en od of ;jhoapp et al . xheir locution
and yield of ti>e lirat roaonanoe peaii vvas based essentially
on one point, end a v^idoh at haif-aiaxiiiiiiin of 40 ;^ 10 ixev for
this resonance roay be sabjeot to considerable error as no ex-
perimental joints were ootained alon^^ the sides o£ tue reso-
nance in the vicinity of nalf-iaaxijaum, ^. resonance .vidth of
this 8i;se does not seem consistent with the 3 Kev target reported
unless there was a considerable spread in proton energies* which
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there vary v/ell nay fmve baQn, This width of />0
_^
10 iCev com-
r)«\r6S vfith the 8 Kgv v/idth at half-naximiim for the first reso-
nwnca found in the present experlnenta. This resonance is
shcm to en exp.'^^de*^ ^roton cnerp,y scale with ezperir.ental
points in part . o-f Fip-.ure 9. Ilie nautron yiclcl in the proton
enerfjr re/'.ion fron 1.B70 Mev to 2.150 Mst is sho'vn to en ex-
panded en3rn;y scale in part B of TipAire 9. Experimental
points ars not sho-.vn 93 thoy were talren at proton energy in-
tervals of 1 to 2 Kbv ':;nd were connected by str'ii^?>ht lines
v;ith no attempt et fairinf, the curves.
3d0Qnd ::;nrioii-3d "'odium Ojenlde Tarp^et,
.w second tG.T«>6t of approzinately the s?r.e thicknes:: s
the first terf»et w-a ^^rc^nered fro.^ t^^e ^'^rlfioc'' Nc:CIT enriched
14
in C by the sr:.3 -iGtioc' used in the prcvlDUf-ly described
targets, Tiiis t-'Tf^et was boiabf.rded with en average proton
oeam of 5 microamperes and energies from I.O65 Mev to 2,45
Mev, The neutron yield V3, proton energy plot is shown in
rigure 10. Although the resonance at about 1,115 I^'ev found
14
by Hinchey ^nd rtelsor. (rii^l) in the K {ii,.i) ro^clsion could
..ot he Vorii'lQd with thia target it was thoaght that v;ith
the higher neutron yijld from a thicker tar5:et it night ba
found. Therefore its location is indicated as No. 1 and the
first re^unaace found in thtjsa sxpexlments is aotuully shown
as No. 2.
The No. 2 reconance, .vJiose muximum cocurs at a proton





NEUTRON YISLD FROM THE C (p,n)N REACTION V/ITH
37
01 CONTAMINANT va. PROTON ENERGIES OF 1.155 MEV TO 1,175 MEV
AITO 1.870 MSJV TO 2.150 MEY
FIRST .^mCIKD NaCN TARGET






N^iTUTRON YII^LD TROll TIIK C (p,n)N REACTION V8.
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a true width at half-maximum of 8 Kev, The No. 3 resonance,
whose maximum occurs at a proton energy of 1.310 Mev, while much
broader than the preceding one, is nevertheless, quite well-
defined and has a true width at half-maximum of 41 Kev. The
widths of these resonances at half-maximum were calculated by
the method described in the discussion of the first enriched
NaCN target. Since the experimental set-up was the same for all
targets and since the neutron yield at the No. 2 resonance (Sp -
1.165 Wov) was the same for both the first and second enriched
targets, they were assumed to have the same thickness. The meas-
ured width at half-maximum was 3.5 Kev which, when corrected for
target thickness, gave the same resonance width, 8 Kev, found in
the first enriched target. In like manner the width at half-
maximum of resonence No. 3 (E «• 1.310 Mev) was measured to be
r
41.4 Kev which reduced to a true P of 41 Kev when corrected for
the target thickness at this energy. These resonances are shovn
plotted to a much larger energy scale in Figure 11.U
Weak C resonances occur at about 1.664 Uev, 1.789 Mev,
and 1.883 Mev, as well as the strong ones at about 2.024 Mev
37
and 2.079 Mev. Sufficient 01 contamination remained in the
U
NaON to obscure the C resonances at about 2.272 Mev and 2.451
Mev.
The background for this run is quite low and very steady.
It was obtained during the run by closing the flap valve just
ahead of the target, thereby intercepting the proton beam, but
permitting the counter to measure the neutron background at the





NJilTJTRON YT-':LD FRO?^ THE (p,n)N R}ilACTION IN
VICINITY OF RESOK/aJC/JS^'^TOSL. IviiOCI>?ITJM V/tLUES
OCCUR AT 1.165 MEV AND 1.310 MEV.
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Third Enrlohed Sodium Cyanide Target .
A third target of approzlmbtely three times the thick-
ness of the first two targets of enrlohed NaCN was prepared
In a like manner* This target was bombarded with an average
proton beam of 5 mloroamperea and energies from 1.16 Mev to
3*15 U9Tm The results are plotted In Figure 12, end the ener-
gy, amplitude and width at half-mazljmim of the resonanoes are
tabulated In Table II. The oalculatlons of resonance widths
and target thicknesses are summarized In Table III.
Since It was believed that all the resonances had been
found In the two previous runs v/lth thin targets, the neutron
yield was measured at Intervals of 7 to B £ev except In the
region of known or suspected resonanoes. In these regions,
points were obtained at Intervals of 2 Kev or less. A total
of nine ^sonances In this energy range were found. Repeated
efforts to locate the resonance at about 1110 Kev, (shown as
resonance No.l) found by Hlnchey and Stolson (H151) In the
14 14
N (n,n)N reaction were unsuccessful. Resonance curves com-
puted by the Brelt-v^lgner formula are shown by dotted lines
for resonances No. 2 and No. 3 for comparison. These curves
were computed by equation (4) on page 4:
^ (E-B )2 ,/'' .
" T






NEUTRON YIELD FROM THE C (p,n)N REACTION
vs, PROTON S!^ERGY OF 1.15 Mev TO
2.60M6V.
THIRD ENRICHED NaCN TARGET
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-^=21-., - Ir^ Where
(8) /^
The / used In these oomputations is the true / obtained from
the experimentally measured f^ corrected for the target thick-






(5) r V'/^'''- <^t'' .
The coincidence of the Breit-i/lgner curve with the experimental
curve for resonance No. 2 should be noted*
The resonances marked No. 7 and No. 8 on Figure 12 are
shovm to a larger energy scale in Figure 13* It is believed
that these resonances are so close together that the neutron
yield obtained for No. 7 is actually aug.-.ientod by that of No.
8, while on the contrary, No. 8 is influenced very little by
No. 7. In order to obtain a truer picture of the yield and
width at half-maximum of resonance No. 7, the low energy 8id«




NEUTRON YIiaD FROM THK C^^(p,n)N^^ REACTION vs.
PROTON Er^OY OP 1.950 Mev to 2.200 U«t.
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side whioh is praotloally ooincident with the Brelt-Wigner
curve for this resonance. The contribution of No. 8 to the
yield of No. 7 is then subtracted from the measured yield
of No» 7 and a new resonance curve for No, 7 is shown beneath
it. This resonance is elmoat identical in shape with one
computed using the Brelt-Wigner formula, equations (4)t {5)»




The proton energies of the resonance peaks, S , are de-
termined rrom the plot of the experimental points* The tar-
get thloioiesB, E
,
at the energy of resonance No* 2, Is de-
t
termlned from the /^ for this resonance (previously determined
In the first and second targets) by the relation E^
-»/{P')^-(r)^.
The target thickness at the proton energies of the other re-
sonances Is determined by applying a correction factor (shovm
In Table III) obtained from Tigure 12, Appendix B* The pro-
ton energies of the resonances corrected for target thickness,
Ep^, are obtained by subtracting half the target thickness,
E^, from the measured resonance peak energy, E^.* The /^*s
are determined from the plot of experimental points* The
I 8 are obtained from p'and E. by equation (5)^P*v/(P') - {'&*) •
The neutron yields at resonance, f, are obtained from the
experimental plot* The excitation energies of levels in N
are obtained by adding the proton energies of the resonances.
\f corrected to center of mass system by multiplying by
gy 1
.15
(14/15), to ener level of C ^ p, 10*207 Mev above the




Proton Energy, neutron yield, target "thickness, and width at
haIf-maximum amplitude of resonances found in the
third NaCN enriched target
Ey - Proton Energy at resonance peak maximum
E. - Target Thickness
^rt
"
^roton Energy of resonance corrected for target thicknea
r* - Measured resonance width at half-maximum
P - Energy level width at half-maximum
Y - Neutron yield per microcoulomb at resonance peak




Er Et Ert r' r Y Ex
Mc Mev Kev Mev Kc Kev Kev Mev
2 8.260 1.169 8.0 1.165 40 11.3 8 16.1 11.29
3 8.754 1.314 72 1.310 140 42.0 41 16.5 11.43
4 9.862 1.667 6.0 1.664 114 384 38 2.0 11.76
5 10.226 1.792 5.7 1.789 53 18.6 18 0.8 11.88
6 10.492 1886 5.5 1.883 50 179 17 2.3 11.96
7 10.900 2.027 5.2 2.024 48 18.0 17 14.9 12.10
8 11.022 2.081 5.1 2.079 142 54.0 54 35.6 12.15
9 11.520 2.274 4.7 2.272 54 214 21 4.3 12.33

























































































































































The same energy lerels in the ooapound naoleus V
U U U U
oan be ezoited by different reaotions, C (p,n)K , N (n,p)C ,U 11
V (n,a)B • It is expected that the reeonanoee in the yields
14 14 14 14
of the reactions C (p.n}N and If (n»p)C will occur at
14 14
energies differing by the C (p,n)N threshold, S^ » 671 KeT
(To 50). The positions of the resonances obtained in this
experiment are comi^ared with those obtained by others in
Table lY.
The agreeaent of this work with that of Hinehey and Stel-
SOB (Hi50} on the H (n»p)C reaction, done concurrently hers
at M.I«T« is excellent* It should be noted in Table lY that
all nine resonances found in each work are in agreement within
the experimental errors, which, in each case, ars quite small.
In addition to this excellent agreement, three resonances, not
preriously reported in the literature, were found in both in-
Testigations.
The agreement of these experiments with those of Johnson
and Barschall (J050) is also excellent and the four resonances
reported by them are in agreement within the experimental
errors. The smaller experimental errors, especially in the
case of resonance Mo. 8, is noteworthy* The (p,n) yield corre,
Figure 12 of this work, is quite similar to the (n,p) yield
curre, Figure J, in Johnson and Barschall*
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In ooaparing this work with that of 3tebler and Hul>er
(Stif6), tha four resonances they deteroined are in agreement
within the experimental errors, hut their large experinental
errors should be noted.
None of the three resonanoes found by Barsohall and
Battat (Ba46) is in agreement, howerer, they lifted no experi-
mental errors*
In oomparison with the C (p,n) work of Shoupp et aX>
(Sh48) it is noted that only one of the six resonanoes they
reported are in agreement, inspite of their rather large
experimental errors*
15
A partial energy level diagram for N in the region
between approximately 11 to 12*5 Mev above tha ground state
is shown in Figure 14* It is believed to be muoh more com-
plete and accurate in the region covered than that shown in
Hornyak, Lauritsen, Morrison and Fowler (Ho50). The most
15
accurate value of the neutron binding energy in N is be-
lieved to be 10.833 .007 Mev according to Li at al* (Li51)«
14
This value establishes the level for M 4 n, and by sub-
14
tract ing the C (p,n) threshold value of 0*671 Mev the
U
C •^ p level is determined to be 10*207 Uev above the ground
15
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PARTIAL SNEl^Y LiSVEL DLaGiUM FOR N
The proton energies of the resonanoes, E
,
shown in the C^* p section are in the P
laboratory system and when oorreoted to the
center of i&qss system and edded to the ground
level energy of C^^ + p (10.207 Uer aboTe
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Appendix A -> Table 7 « ConTersion of I^equeney to Snergy*
Kc/Kev.
Appendix B - Figure I5 - Proton JSnergy Loss per Unit
Target Thiokness ra Proton Energy.
Appendix C - Ifagnetio Field Regulation Using Nuolear
Uagnetio Resonanoe.

Table Y Based on E^ « 1^8^22 f^ 10.480
r iSl toBv/ko
7.5 964.0 9^9 1679.6 12.3 2592.7
.259 .341 .4237.6 989.9 3^Q Q 1713.7 I2.4 2635.0
•262
.345 .4277.7 1016.1 10.1 1748.2 12.5 2677.7
7 8 101^ ^
'^^^
-^^^
-^30v.e 1042.6 10,2 1783.0 12.6 2720.7
7.9 1069.5
-J
' X0.5 1818.1 '"' 12.7 276^.1
'''"'
8.0 1096.8 10.4 1853.6 *'" 12.8 2807.8
'''^''
8 1 n2t t '^'^ '358 .440e.i 1124.4 10.5 1889.4 12.9 2851.8
8.2 1152.3
_^^^
10.6 1925.6 13.0 2896.2
8.3 1180.6
'^^^
10.7 1962.1 * 13.1 2940.9
''^^
8.4 1209.2 • 10.8 1998.9 *'^^ 13.2 2986.0
''''^
« , 290 ,372 t^J,8.5 1238.2
^^^^
10.9 2036.1 I3.3 3031.4
8.6 1267.5 *^^ 11.0 2073.6 '"^ I3.4 3077.2
''"'^
8.7 1297.1 11.1 2111.5
'f' 13.5 3123.3
'''^^
« « ,,^„ I •3°° '582 .4648.8 1327.1 U.2 2U9.7 13.6 3169.7





11.4 2227.2 13.3 3263.7 "^
9.1 U19.1 *^^ 11.5 2266.4 *^^^ I3.9 3311.2 '''''
9.2 U50.5 • 11.6 2306.0 '^^ 14.0 3359.0 ''"'^
•317
.399 API
9.3 1482.2 11.7 2345.9 U.l 3407.1
• 321 .403 /.gc
9.4 15U.3 11.8 2386.2 14.2 3455.5
.324
.406 /.gg






12.0 2467.8 14.4 3553.6
9.7 1612.5 * 12.1 2509.1 ' 14.5 3603.2
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Magnetio Field Regulation Using NUolaar
Magnetic Resonanoe
For many jears the fandonental standard Tor measuring
the strength of i&agnetio fields has been the voltage generated
^ a ooil cutting a magnetic flux or a force upon a wire
carrying a known current* In the case of the magnet used for
deflecting the proton beam in the Rockefeller Electrostatic
Generator neither of these methods is practical because in-
sufficient sp&ce within the uuiform magnetic field is not
ayailable without redesigning the chamber, and because remote
control due to the high neutron flux is required* Wliat has
been needed in this case is a quantity which is readily oieas-
ured with precision and which is proportional to the mttgnetio
flux*
For this application the use of nuclear magnetic re-
sonanoe is ideal* A fundamental and unohangiog property of
atomic nuclei is used to relate the strength of a magnetio
field in which the nuclei are placed and a frequency* Atomic
nuclei which have a resultant magnetic oDment and angular moaen-
tuA, if placed in a magnetic field, will tend to align them-
selTes with the field* In the process of approaching this new
alignment, the direction of the angular momentum rector of tha
nucleus must change, which results in a precession of the
nucleus about the axis of the orienting magnetic field* It is
the frequency of this precession which is the charaotaristlc
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that is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field*
It la related by the expreaelon ^»^^»y^o where 60k"o i»
the radian frequenoy of this free precession, y Is known as
the gyromagnetlc ratio, and Ho Is the strength of the field.
If energy Is applied to the nuclei at a frequenoy, 6^^, near
the frequency of free precession, CO^
,
precession of the
nuclei is induced at the frequency O^fm The externally oanl-
fested characteristics of the phenomenon are similar to the
characteristics of any of the more familiar resonant systemj*
The nuclear resonance phenomenon can be readily applied
to the control of magnetic fields because a voltage can be
obtained directly from the equipment used to detect the pre-
cession hereafter called resonance. This voltage is propor-
tional to the deviation of the magnetic field, Ho, from the
equivalent-reference magnetic field. Href. Href, is a fictitious
field that is proportional to the square of the measured,
applied, reference frequency, for a control system, the dif-
ference between the Href* and Ho is the error in the magnetic
field, and hence, the voltage obtained from the nuclear re-
sonance equipment is an error voltage. The error voltage can
be used to control the current producing the magnetic flux
and hence a precision magnetic field regulator can be obtained*
The use of nuclear magnetic resonance to control a mag-
netic field can reduce the variations in magnetic flux almost
as may be desired. Nuclear resonance field control has bssn
obtained which ranged in precision from the best results of
other t/pes of controls, ie. , about one part in 30 thouscoid
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by Bueohner at U.I.T., to better than one part In a aIIHuk
by Bitter, Wimett and Adams at H.I.T*
The measured applied reference frequenoy Is obtained
from a Wodel LR-3 Combined Heterodyne Frequency Meter and
Crystal Controlled Calibrutor Kquipment, manufactured by the
General Radio Company of Cambridge, ISassaohusetts* This
equipment has a frequency measuring range of 160 Ko to 30 Mc,
and by harmonic extension, frequencies above 30 Mc may be
measured. The equipment consists of a single unit which in-
cludes all power supply equipment, heterodyne frequency meter,
crystal calibrator, detector-audio amplifier and interpolator
(electronic frequency mater). It has an accuracy of 1 part
in one hundred thousand which thereforo ssets the maximum
accuracy of the proton resonance equipment.
For a complete description of nuclear resonance, both
from the quantum mechanical point-of-view and from Newtonian
physios, the reader is referred to the thesis, "Precision
llegnetio Field Regulation Using Kuolear Magnetic Kssonanoe,**
by F.A.. Hadden, U.I.T., February, 1951t from which most of the
abore description was obtained. In addition to the abore
description, the equipment, control system, nuclear resonance
parameters, and practical considerations in construction are
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